Gadget building the 26th way

With the following standard lengths of gadget wood

36cm Slats
50cm Short crosspieces & legs
1.0m Standard crosspieces & legs
1.5m Boundary & diagonal bracing
2.0m Gateway uprights
March 2016
Chris Dawkins
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Gadget building
Some of the following is basic, and as PL’s you would know most of it by now, but I thought that
a reminder would be useful, and as part of your job as a PL, is to teach your patrol how to camp
in the 26th way.
Often the Scouts build each gadget on its own, cutting each piece of wood to suit that gadget.
This means that at the end of camp when the gadgets are dismantled we have a pile of different
lengths bits of wood, which becomes difficult to handle. I have looked at all the gadgets and
determined that you can build all the gadgets with only 5 different lengths of gadget wood
Slats at 36cm
Short crosspieces & legs at 0.5m
Standard crosspieces & legs ay 1m
Boundary & diagonal bracing 1.5m
Gateway uprights at 2.0m
Two things determined the 36cm slats length: the width of a washing up bowl (dresser & wash
stand) and the width of a post-office sack (storing / transporting).
The standard leg length allows 20cm to be bashed into the ground
The gateway length allows the leaders to enter your site without bashing their heads.
So at the end of camp you should be able to sort out the wood into the 5 sizes, rubber it up and
keep it for the next time.
Scouts, and PLs often ask, “Why don’t we just keep the assembled gadgets?”
You will never learn how to build them
Assembled gadgets take up a lot of space
Assembled gadgets don’t pack easily into the van
There will be no flair and personal design in your patrols gadgets
Basics
You patrol site will require lots of gadgets to be made, to make your camping easer, organised
and enjoyable. It’s all about making a storage place for all the equipment the patrol has,
working surfaces, and feeling at home.
Gadget wood
The wood we use is usually hazel wood that we coppice form the woods at the field. When
coppicing, always take the shoots around a hazel tree. Gadget wood should be about as thick
as you finger. If it’s thinner that this it would be best left to grow for another year. The thickest
you will require is about 25mm for some of the stronger legs. There is no reason for you to cut
down anything thicker than this.
You will be surprised as to how much gadget wood you require. You only get about 4 of 5 slats
out of an average length of gadget wood.
The rubber joint
In the old days each of the joints would have been small
square lashings and must have taken hours to build. The
rubbered joint is a band of an old bicycle inner-tube
twisted over the wood to form the same basic shape as a
square lashing.
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Correct

Not correct - No strength

I used five 24”x 1¼ inner-tubes to build all these gadgets, this gave me about 500 bits of rubber.
The basic gadget
Most patrol gadgets are racks or platforms made out of slats of wood rubbered together and
held off the grass by a set of legs bashed into the ground. Gadgets, once assembled are fixed
in their location.
Slats
The ideal length for the slats is about 36cm, which is the width of a rectangular, washing up
bowl. – If you have round washing up bowl check how wide your slats need to be.
Cross pieces
The cross piece will determine the length of the gadget, and this is dependant on what the
gadget is design to hold. The two cross pieced should be the same length, and in these
examples I have made as many gadgets as possible out of two different lengths ½m and 1m
crosspieces.
Platforms
When building the platforms you will need lots of slat wood, and two crosspieces.
For added strength always use the platform with the slats on top if the crosspiece.
There should always be sufficient slats to easily support whatever the gadget is designed to
hold. The means the slats need to be close enough together to stop things failing through.
Different gadgets will require different spacing according to their use:
Solid – The slats are next to each other with no gaps – 44 slats
Regular – Every other space – Half gaps and half slats – 24 slats
Traditional – Every third space – Twice as much gap as slat – 17 slats
Open – Every forth space – 14 slats
Anything with spacing bigger than “open” and the slats is this is too far apart and this will not be
an easy gadget to use, things will have to be very carefully placed on this platform to prevent it
from falling through.
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Solid platform

No gaps

Regular platform

1 slat in each gap

Traditional platform

2 slats in each gap

Open platform

3 slats in each gap
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Legs
Gadgets require sufficient legs of the right height.
4 legs is usual for a small gadget but 6 legs are required on the big ones like, Billy rack &
Bentley phone, and even 8 legs may be required on the dresser.
The legs are bashed at least 20cm into the ground.
Within this guide all the legs are the same height, but for some gadgets the back legs could be
longer and the gadget given a “back” (the dresser & billy rack).
Diagonal bracing
In order to stop a taller gadget from wobbling you will require some diagonal bracing pieces that
join the legs together at an angle. Usually the diagonal bracing is symmetrical to make the
gadget look good.
Building a gadget
Remember to show and involve your whole patrol in build your patrol site, once they have
mastered the platforms they should be able to adapt, and to build most gadgets.
Start by cutting up the rubbers
Then by cutting all the slats that you require
Cut the cross pieces to length
Manufacture the platform first
o Start by making a rectangle
o Place a couple of middle slats across the rectangle to hold the shape
o Fill in the platform at the require density.
Place the legs where the gadget is going to go
Attach the platform to the legs
Add diagonal bracing supports as necessary
Points
Each gadget has been given a maximum point score. This value is determined against the
gadget’s importance and complexity to build.
The points are a maximum available. The gadgets require for the first inspection will be
inspected again in the second inspection and if the suggested changes have been made the
additional points will be awarded. eg if a Plate rack was marked 6 out of 10 in the first
inspection, the other 4 points are available in the second inspection, providing the
improvements have been made. The second inspection is all about improvement.
The split between first & second inspection has been put together to help you prioritise your
patrols efforts. Big fancy gates are not important if your billies are still being stored on the
ground. Unfortunately there is not a time slot in the camp programme to build the second
inspection gadgets, so build what you can before the first inspection. The rest will have to be
completed while your patrol are cooking or clearing up.
The following table lists all the gadgets you are require to build, or put in place and the minimum
amount of gadget wood you require. This is a minimum to do the job properly, you will require
more if you add additional fancy bits to improve upon the basic gadget.
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Corsspeices
Legs
Points Slats
Platforms
Bracing
1.5m
36cm 36cm 1/2m 1.0m 1.5m
36cm 1/2m 1.0m 1.5m 2.0m
50
4
8
4
Solid
Dresser
3
25
6
6
4
Traditional
Plate rack
10
10
4
4
Solid
0
Cutley rack
25
2
6
Traditional
7
Billy rack
25
2
4
Open
3
Frying pan rack
25
2
4
2
Solid
Cook table
7
25
2
4
Solid
1
Utensils rack
n/a
4
Patrol box
2
n/a
n/a
Fire
2
4
4
n/a
Fire buckets
2
16
n/a
18
6
Boundary
n/a
5
10
4
Wood pile
5
n/a
6
2
Chopping area
4
n/a
4
4
Wet pit
n/a
n/a
Shelter line
2
5
2
Traditional
Trivet
1
n/a
n/a
Oven
10
25
2
4
Regular
Wash stand
0
n/a
3
Blanket line
2
4
2
n/a
4
2
Mallet rack
n/a
2
Mug tree
4
2
n/a
4
Saw rack
3
n/a
2
Flag pole
1
n/a
2
Gateway
1
2
4
6
2
Traditional
3
Shoe rack
15
2
Traditional
Phone stand
4
85
253
12
4
26
16
0
32
10
58
0
5
12

Inspection Gadget
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

36cm lenghts
1/2m lengths
1.0m lengths
1.5m lengths
2.0m lenghts

297
14
84
28
5

107
7
84
42
10

Andy & I built all these gadgets shown in this guide over 6 hours. We went for standardising the
lengths of gadget wood and started by cutting masses of gadget wood to these 5 different
lengths we then went for a modular construction, building the platforms first and then adding the
legs afterwards.
This is all about a bit of extra work at the start will save you lots of time and effort at the next few
camps.
Please note that this is our standardised patrol site the gadgets shown are the basic level
required, flair and personal design to be encouraged.
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The patrol site
The patrol site can be any shape or size. Our standardised patrol site was square with a
boundary all the way round. The plan below shows how we would lay everything out, but this is
only a guide, what is important is that you build the gadgets to give everything a home and
make your life at camp more comfortable.

Inspection status
Everything clean and in its place.
Notes
Plan ahead.
If your patrol site is against a hedge you could leave out that side of the boundary.
You will notice there is no rubbish bag (tied to the shelter pole).
food waste goes down the bog
recycling is returned to the scouters.
Burn any rubbish after cooking
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Dresser (washing-up stand) 3 points
Before we had movable tables this used to be the gadget at which you did the washing-up.
Now it is used to store the dirty plates, pans & cutlery. So they are not put on the ground
It should be about waist height of a 'middle' Scout. Double drainer dressers are the best type
with space each side of the bowl, one for side for dirty and one side for clean.
The dresser should be positioned near the dining shelter, and makes a nice front to your patrol
site.

Given that the standard platforms are 1m long the dresser shown below is two platforms, one
with a space for the bowl.

Construction
Platform – Two solid platforms length 1m each
Legs – 8 legs standard legs
Bracing – 4 pieces. This is missing from the photo but is required
Backs – You could add a back to the dresser, see the washstand for details
You could also add extra bits to hold specific things like washing-up liquid bottle, brushes, cloths
etc.
Inspection status
Empty platforms, clean bowl, Dishcloths drying.
Notes
This needs to be a strong sturdy gadget because when it is in use there is a lot of weight on it, a
full bowl of hot water and all the cutlery & crockery and even the dirty billys.
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Plate rack

10 points

This is one of the most complicated gadgets there is to build.
This gadget holds everyone’s plates and often includes the Cutlery rack.

Construction
Platform – Two traditional platforms length 1m, joined together
Legs – 4 to 6 short legs
Bracing – This will depend on how high you have build the rack, low down under the wall of the
shelter and it wont need them.
Ideally it should have no more than two similar size plates or bowls in each gap.
Inspection status
Full of clean cutlery & crockery.
Notes
By making the highest part of the Plate rack the same height as the top of the patrol box, you
can position it alongside the patrol box under the sloping wall of the shelter –
Note nothing must touch the canvas
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Cutlery rack

0 Points

This gadget has now been replaced with a plastic cutlery tray.
This gadget was a tray to hold everyone’s plates, knives, forks, and spoons. The basic tray will
hold the entire patrols cutlery; more sophisticated ones will have separate compartments for
knives, forks & spoons.

Construction
Platform – A Solid platform ½ m length
Legs – 4 short legs
Bracing - None
Inspection status
Full of clean cutlery.
Notes
If the tray is removable it will make it easer to use.
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Billy rack

7 points

This gadget holds all the patrol cooking pans.
A good Billy rack makes a nice 'front' to your patrol site.

Construction
Platform – One platform at heavy spacing
Legs – 4 to 6 legs
Bracing – 2 pieces, but missing from the photo
Backs or rails
There should be sufficient slats so that the pans do not fall through the rack and they can be
arranged in any order.
Inspection status
Full of clean pots & pans with their lids on.
Notes
It can have as many shelves as necessary.
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Frying pan rack

3 points

This is a rack to store the frying pans. The best option is to add it as a second shelf to the billy
rack, but it could be a separate gadget.
Over the years scouts have often tried to make a basic gadget of just three sticks per frying pan,
pushed in the ground, just keeping the frying pans off the ground. Unfortunately this is hard to
use because the frying pan is balanced on the sticks. We do not want to see these – build it
properly!

Construction
Platform – Open platform
Legs – 4 to 6 standard
Bracing – 2 pieces, but missing from the photo
Inspection status
Frying pans should be stored up side down so they don’t fill with rainwater.
Notes
Frying pan racks are often incorporated as a second or third shelf of the Billy rack.
Observation – This is the same basic gadget shown as the billy rack, but with the top platform
lowered and a low back rail added, and the frying pan shelf.
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Cook table

7 points

This is surface (a kitchen work-top) to place things on while you are cooking (so you don’t have
to use the ground). You will find this gadget very useful whilst cooking.
It should be positioned next to the fireplace.

Construction
Platform – Regular spaced platform
Legs – 4 standard
Bracing – 4 pieces
Inspection status
It should be empty at inspection time.
Notes
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Utensils stand

1 points

This is a small table to store the cooking utensils. It can be simply made by using one of your
small trays on four short legs. Better designs use a grid made of gadget wood in which all the
utensils are stored/hung. This frees the tray for use as a surface when cooking – not for fanning
fires!

Another option is to make this a second shelf of the cooks table.
The cook’s table should be positioned up-wind and near the fire.
Construction
Platform – Solid spacing platform, or hooks, or the tin
Legs – 4 standard
Bracing - Yes
Inspection status
Full of clean utensils.
Notes
You will need to adjust the gaps and hooks to be able to hold all your patrol utensils.
You could just securely fix the steel pot to the cooks table
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Patrol box

2 points

The patrol box should be on four “legs”. This is to protect the box from any damp ground. It is
used to give you somewhere keep your patrol food. Make sure the box is stable. And the lid
opens downwards, hinges at the bottom.

At camp the box is used as a larder (food store) – It should only have the patrols consumables
food items (squash, bread, butter, jam, tom ketch etc).
Position the box in one corner of the shelter make sure that is does not touch the canvas and
the lid will fully open without either hitting anything,
rubbing the canvas or you having to bend double is
see what is inside. If you line the handles up with
the shelter pole the box will be in the right position.
Construction
Platform – None
Legs – 4 short (36cm slats)
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Clean and unused food returned to the store. Top of the box tidy
Notes
Do not store things wedged under the box. You may want to build a shelf under the box to store
things on, but keep it tidy.
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Fire place

2 points

The fire goes in a "Scout barbecue" which stands on two legs and has two fire grids, which
support the cooking, pans.
The fire should go in the centre of the patrol site downwind of the shelter, but with easy access
to the shelter. There is a hole in one end of the barbecue, align this so the wind can blow in and
fan the fire.

Inspection status
All rubbish burnt, and a small fire burning would be good.
Notes
You may only need to use one fire grid, which then provides space to add firewood, or put them
across each other as shown.
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Fire-bucket

2 point

The patrol has three fire-buckets; these should all be kept full of clean water. Apart for putting
out fires the main use of the fire-buckets (especially the one by the shelter) is to cool down
burns and scalds by immersing them into the clean water.
The 3 fire-buckets are kept one at the open door of the patrol tent and one at the open end of
the shelter and one next to the fire. A good patrol would build stands for the fire-buckets.

Construction
Platform – Depends on your design. This one is
made out of 36cm slats pieces
Legs – 4 short
Inspection status
Full of clean water
Notes
The points are for the fire and shelter fire-buckets
only; the other fire-bucket is inspected against the tent
score sheet.
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Boundary

6 points

This is a fence, about waist height, which goes around your patrol site. The boundary does not
need to go around the tent or the shelter - The tent must not be used as part of the boundary as
the tent will be moved during camp. The boundary can be single or double rail.
The patrol site can be fitted into an area 7.5 x 7.5 meters, as shown on the suggest plan.
As a minimum you should have a front to your patrol site this and this should be the best looking
part of the boundary. The sides could be scaled back in design.

Construction
Platform – About 18 of the 1.5m long pieces (5 length along each side)
Legs – About 21
Bracing – None
Lay the long pieces out where you want the boundary to go and with about 50mm over lap at
each joint. Then bash in the legs at the joints and rubber the bits together.

Inspection status
Assembled. With nothing hanging out to dry
Notes
No other gadgets should be built into or use the boundary for support.
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Wood pile

4 points

This is where your cut firewood is stored and graded into three or four different thicknesses.
The woodpile should be close to the chopping area and quite near to the fire. The wood piles
should be protected with a “chopping sheet” to keep the firewood dry.

Construction
Platform – None
Legs – About 4 or 5 slats pushed into the ground between each of the piles of sorted firewood
Inspection status
Sufficient wood, cut ready for burning. Un-like the amount of wood shown in this picture
Notes
Some form of cover is useful to keep the wood dry should it rain.
The amount of wood shown here is not sufficient for a whole meal, and is only for show.
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Chopping area

2 points

The boundary of the chopping area is to keep other people away from the person using the
saw. The chopping area should contain the chopping sheet, a chopping block, and the saw
rack.
The chopping area usually positioned in the back corner of the patrol site in general view.

Construction
Platform – 3 or 4 of the 1.5m long pieces
Legs – 2 or 3 of use part of the boundary
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Clean & tidy
Notes
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Wet pit

4 points

Alvar will demonstrate a new design at this year’s summer camp.
This is a gadget to hold open a bag (bin liner) with small holes in the bottom, containing ferns to
'filter' the waste water and to catch any teaspoons left in the washing up water! Under the bag
you should remove a turf to give the wastewater somewhere to soak away.
The wet pit should be positioned downwind at the back of the site and to prevent it smelling the
filter should be changed and the old one burnt every day.
The taller the wet pit is the easer is could be blown over, so we suggest ¾ to ½ the height
shown in this picture.

Construction
Platform – None. This one used 8 slats to make the shape
Legs – 4 standard length
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Clean ferns.
Notes
Please note that this is a water “drain” it is not a rubbish bin.
General rubbish must be burnt on you patrol fire after cooking
Tins, glass, and plastic bottles must be cleaned and recycled (at the QM tent)
Other plastic rubbish must be disposed of at the QM tent
Food waste must be either burnt or disposed of down the bog (and covered over)
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Shelter line

2 points

The easiest points to get! This is simply a length is sisal running along the ridgepole inside the
top of the shelter used to dry and store tea towels etc. If it’s a wet camp then you may add
addition lines along the other two ridgepoles.

Inspection status
Full of tea towels.
Notes
A must have gadget!
Do not run lines across the shelter in any other direction than parallel along the ridge poles as
this will put strain the canvas of the shelter.
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Trivet

1 point

This is a portable stand used on the table to keep the hot / dirty billys off the table when dishing
up the food

Construction
Platform – A small square Open spaced platform
Legs – None
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Stored.
Notes
Keep this in your patrol box at the end of camp
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Oven

10 points

This is made out of an old large tin that is dug into a bank and / or covered in a thick layer of
mud to insulate the oven. Under the oven there should be space for a good size fire, and at the
back, a chimney made out of empty, burned tin cans that have had both ends removed. The
chimney is used to draw air over the fire.
The camp oven is usually positioned to one edge of the patrol site, as it is not used that often.
But not too far away because when you are using the oven it take a lot of time tendering the fire.

Inspection status
Ready for use, with the lid closed
Notes
The oven must be above ground
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Washstand

0 points

This is a gadget to hold the other bowl and your wash kit while you wash yourself.
The washstand can go along one side of the patrol site. This gadget is not often used at camp
but looks good.

Construction
Platform – Regular spaced platform with
Legs – 4 standard legs
Bracing – 2 to 4 pieces
Inspection status
Empty platforms, clean bowl, flannels drying.
Notes
Useful extras are soap tray, towel and flannel rail and a mirror.
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Blanket line

2 points

This is a long 'washing' line used to air your bedding and to dry off wet clothes; the two white
poles, and guy-lines are available from the Scouters. The blanket line may require a middle
support.
The blanket line should be up wind of outside of the patrol site.

Construction
Platform – None
Legs – You require the white poles from the scouters and the orange rope in your patrol box
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Depending on the weather, if Dry in use, if wet empty
Notes
It good to position the blanket line where you can see it, so you remember to remove dry items
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Mallet rack

2 points

A gadget that is designed to hold the 3 mallets off the ground

This gadget can go anywhere in the patrol site. (Not in the chopping area).
Construction
Platform – Very open
Legs – This one has 4 x 0.5m legs
Bracing – None
Inspection status
The 3 mallets in the rack
Notes
If you have more than 3 mallets return the others
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Mug tree

2 points

There are several designs of mug tree
• A small branch with several smaller branches cut short onto which you hang the cups by their
handles
• A 'tree' made out of gadget wood.
• Using the Plate rack by having special 'hooks' / supports for the cups.
The mug tree should be positioned in the shelter where it will not be knocked every time some
one goes past.

Construction
Platform – Several slats to make the hooks
Legs – 3 of the 0.5 pieces
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Full of clean mugs
Notes
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Saw rack

3 points

Loads of points for an easy gadget as it saves so many cut toes
This is a simple gadget that is designed to hold the saws off the ground, with their blades facing
downwards.
The saw rack should be positioned in the chopping area.

Construction
Platform – This example is built out of 2 of the 36cm slats
and
Legs – 4 of the 50cm legs
Inspection status
Holding the patrol saws
Notes
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Flagpole

2 points

There are lots of designs for patrol flagpoles, and style is more important than height. The
flagpole should be in proportion to your patrol flag.
The flagpole is positioned outside your site, next to where the patrol fall-in for inspection.

Construction
Platform – None
Legs – 1
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Flag flying, patrol falling in beside the flagpole
Notes
One of the least important gadgets – you will survive without one but it is nice to have, to mark
your site.
The guys are sizal and the pegs are slats, do not use lashing ropes and tent pegs
As PL you need to supply a patrol flag
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Gateway

1 points

There are lots of designs for patrol gateways. The gateway, for everyone's ease should be a
gateway and not a gate. It should be high enough for the Scouters to enter without bashing
their heads.

The gateway is positioned over the main / front entrance to the patrol site, it is an important front
to your patrol site, it should have style and also incorporate any patrol emblems or pennants
that you have.
Construction
Platform – This one has 2 cross pieces at 1.5m
Legs – 2 of the 2.1m length pieces
Bracing – None
Inspection status
In place
Notes
Again like the flagpole this is not important
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Shoe rack

3 points

This is a rack to stand wet daps on while they dry off. The rack should be big enough so that
each Scout can get at least one pair of daps on it, so it should have as many shelves as
necessary.

The shoe rack can go anywhere in the patrol site except in the patrol tent doorway, as it will get
in the way. A good place would be in a corner of the shelter.
Construction
Platform – Open spaced platform (but the other way round so the shoes sit across the “slats”)
Legs – 4 or 6 short legs
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Full of daps, crocks, & teeveas. – All lined up in pairs
Notes
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Phone stand 4 points
This is a stand to hold the phone. It should go in the shelter so the phone is kept dry and
should be positioned so that the phone can easily be reached. No you shouldn’t just leave the
phone on top of the patrol box.

Construction
Platform – Open spaced platform
Legs – 4 Standard legs
Bracing – None
Inspection status
With phone on the platform
Notes
Once the phone is installed bury the cable from the hedge to the shelter to stop people tripping
over it.
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Table & benches

0 points

There are no points for placing the table & benches into the shelter, but we recommend that
they go across the back of the shelter, parallel to the straight back wall of the shelter. This way
no one is sitting under the sloping wall.

Construction
Platform – None
Legs – 2 Standard
Bracing – None
Inspection status
Clean, wiped down and empty
Notes
None
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Extra Gadgets that you could design and build
PL staff stand (this is shown next to the flag pole)
Loppers stand
Hat stand
Spare gadget wood stand
Fire canopy
Water container stand
Uniform rack
Sundial
Patrol notice board
Radio stand
Diabolo rack
Patrol recycling centre
“Sliver” tray stand

PL staff stand

Loppers stand

This has been a Dawkins Hobbs production
for the 26th Bristol (North Cote) Scout troop
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